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Long live
imperfection in 
the living room

Nothing as beautiful as old, authentic floors that reflect 
the soul of a majestic home. Those ‘floors with 
character’ are magnificent, though they often involve 
irregularities and other shortcomings by age. 
Therefore parquet specialist Fedyk launches 
the Classic and Village collections: wooden floors 
with a weathered look, but with the comfort 
ánd the possibilities of a brand new parquet.



Rustic oiled parquet has again become one of the bestsellers and 
complements both contemporary and classic interiors. Knots, 
cracks and scratches on the surface are no longer eliminated. On 
the contrary, they are retained and even accentuated to create a 
characterful room.  

Parquet specialist Fedyk keeps up with this trend and creates the 
Classic and Village collections. Both lines bring authentic looking 
boards. Original floors from an old farmhouse that stood empty 
for fifty years, but brand new! THE VILLAGE-COLLECTION

The rustic oak planks of Fedyk's Village collection are manual-
ly distressed. These are treated with oxidative Woca-oil on the 
surface and in the V-groove. The planks are finished in different 
layers which creates a deep and weathered effect. The result is a 
high quality oiled finish that penetrates deep into the pores and 
emphasizes the natural character of the wood. Knots and cracks 
remain partially open to maintain the authentic result. The Woca 
oil guarantees quality and easy maintenance.  
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THE CLASSIC-COLLECTION
The planks from the Classic Collection are less distressed and 
more subtle than those of the Village Collection because 
they  didn’t undergo an aging treatment. However, the collection 
looks very characteristic and it was a deliberate choice to fill the 
knots and cracks partially - but enough to ensure a reliable 
product. The planks and - especially - the knots have a typical, 
weathered look which can’t be obtained by mechanical 
operations. Fedyk is convinced that real craftsmanship is the 
main key to obtain such results. The finish of the Classic 
collection is carefully done in different layers with Woca with 
oil.

TECHNICAL
» Both the Classic and Village collections can be combined with

underfloor heating.
» Fedyk advises a glued down installation for both with the

Fedyk Power Glue.
» Matching skirting boards and profiles are available for both

collections.
» Maintenance is possible using Woca soaps, simply add the

product to the cleaning water.
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Modern oak parquet with 
an excellent grading

The Castle collection is an oak parquet with a 
premium wood selection: knots and white wood are 
very rare. This sleek parquet floor suits both 
modern and classic interi-ors. The application of 
the parquet oil is done in a very intensive and 
artisanal way. The result is a qualitative top flooring...  



FLOUR WITHOUT KNOTS 
The boards for this collection are carefully selected: only oak without 
knots is permitted. The surface is lightly brushed in order to obtain a 
good absorption of the oil and a beautiful even colour.  

OXIDATIVE OILED PARQUET
The application of the parquet oil happens in an artisanal way. Every 
board is manually oiled with a quality parquet oil. In order to achieve 
the look of an authentic oiled parquet, the oil is applied and afterwards 
wiped off until there is an optimum saturation of the wood fibres. In or-
der to fix the colour, the boards are placed in the drying racks for 5 days, 
where they have the time to dry on completely natural way. The result 
is a board with pronounced wood grains, both in light and dark colours.

GLUE DOWN INSTALLATION
We recommend to install this tongue and groove flooring glue down. It 
is suitable for installation on underfloor heating systems. A glue down 
installation ensures optimal heat transfer from the heating system and 
also reduces running noise.

The Castle collection is available in nine colours: Cotton White,  
Havanna, Titanium, Natural, Slate, Smoke, Charcoal, Pure, Silver Grey.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» 190 x 630-1860 x 14 (3,5)mm
» Three-layer parquet
» Tongue and groove
» Glued installation
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Oxidative oiled
» Easy maintenance with Woca Natural Soap and Woca Oil

Conditioner
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Natural elegance that lifts 
your interior to a higher 
level ...

To describe the Extra-Wide collection in one 
word is easy: ‘Excellent’. The top layer, the birch 
plywood support as the complex warm colors are of 
a very high level. This grandeur is accentuated by 
the extra wide (22 cm or 26 cm) boards and lengths 
of up to 2,5m



FLOOR OF TOP LEVEL
Everything about this oak parquet is top quality: the birch plywood sup-
port, the beautiful wood selection and the high quality oil finish. The 
Extra-Wide collection is simply a unique wooden floor. This parquet dis-
tinguishes itself through its remarkable dimensions. The boards have a 
length up to 2,5 m in combination with the width of 22 cm or even 26 cm 
results in an impressive floor. 

COMPLEX WARM COLORS
The parquet oil is applied in a traditional way in multiple layers: each 
board receives a manual treatment with high quality oil. The boards dry 
slowly during 5 days in drying racks. The result is an optimal saturated 
wood fiber and outstanding colors. 

GLUE DOWN INSTALLATION
These long parquet boards are equipped with a tongue and groove 
system and are require a glued installation.  Extra-Wide is extremely 
suitable for the installation on underfloor heating, the birch plywood 
guarantees optimal stability.

 The Extra-Wide collection is available in six colors: Villa, Soft Elegance, 
Boutique, Loft, Landhouse and Charcoal.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» 220 of 260 x 1500-2500 x 15 (4)mm
» Multilayer parquet
» Birch plywood carrier
» Tongue and groove
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Glue down installation
» Oxidative oiled
» Easy maintenance with Woca Natural Soap and

Woca Oil Conditioner
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The beauty of imper- 
fection

A wooden floor doesn’t need to be perfect, on 
the contrary. Dark knots and cracks in the surface 
provide a unique pattern and an optimal contrast 
with the lighter wood colors. These natural 
imperfections add character to this parquet.



BUDGET-FRIENDLY OILED PARQUET
Farm is a pronounced rustic oak flooring with an oil finish. 
This finish protects your floor against wear and dirt. The knots 
and cracks in the oak surface are very pronounced due to the 
filling with black wood filler.

This three-layer parquet is available at an affordable price.

QUICK INSTALLATION
The installation of this flooring is fast and easy thanks to 
the click system. The boards are clicked together and 
installed floated on an underlay. This flooring is suitable for 
installa-tion on underfloor heating. 
The Farm collection is available in three colors: Candy, 
Crystal and Natural.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

» 190 x 630-1860 x 14 (3)mm
» Floating installation
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Easy maintenance with Woca Natural Soap and

Woca Oil Conditioner
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Parquet with click system, 
perfect for DIY

The wide and long planks of the London collection 
can simply be clicked together. The Drop Lock click 
system is designed for easy installation: the boards 
can be fixed with a gentle tap. The oak parquet is 
finished with a matt Bona varnish.



BALANCED COLOUR SELECTION
The colour range of the London collection is composed of light and 
dark colours and a grey shade. Each of these colours create a specific 
atmosphere in the interior. The boards are lightly polished and the wood 
selection is slightly rustic with occasionally knots and some colour vari-
ations.

LACQUER WITH AN OIL APPEARANCE
This oak parquet is finished with a matt lacquer, which resembles as 
much as possible to the look of an oiled parquet. The lacquer forms a film 
on the surface which seals the wood pores. Parquet lacquer is applied 
crosswise with a roller, diagonal across the direction of the wood fibre. 6 
layers are applied and each layer is separately dried with UV. 

The London collection is available in seven colours: Pure, Natural Whi-
te, Cognac, Coffee, Skyline Grey, Wheat, Natural.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» 190 x 630-1860 x 14 (3,5)mm
» Three-layer parquet
» Click system
» Floating installation
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Bona lacquer
» Maintenance with Bona Wood Floor Cleaner and

Bona Wood Floor Polish



Smoked oak boards for an 
intense look

This oak parquet undergoes a smoking process 
and is afterwards finished with a very high quality 
oil. The  parquet boards are placed in the drying 
racks for 5 days to obtain a unique and intense 
look. Mexico complement both modern and in a 
rural interior. The Mexico collections suits both 
modern and classic interiors.



SMOKED PARQUET, A VISUAL SPECTACLE 
The smoking process of parquet is a chemical reaction whereby 
the boards obtain intensity. After the application of the oil, this 
ensures a pleasing visual effect. This collection is rustic and full of 
character: a real eye-catcher.

OXIDATIVE OILED PARQUET
The application of the parquet oil happens in an artisanal way. 
Every board is manually oiled with a quality parquet oil. In order 
to achieve the look of an authentic oiled parquet, the oil is applied 
and afterwards wiped off until there is an optimum saturation of 
the wood fibres. In or¬der to fix the colour, the boards are placed 
in the drying racks for 5 days, where they have the time to dry on 
completely natural way. The result is a board with pronounced 
wood grains, both in light and dark colours.

GLUE DOWN INSTALLATION
This tongue and groove flooring requires a glue down installa- 
tion and is suitable for installation on underfloor heating systems. 
A glue down installation ensures optimal heat transfer from the 
heating system and also reduces running noise.

The Mexico collection is available in seven colors: Cotton 
White,  Alpine, Natural, Slate, Biscuit, Charcoal.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» 190 x 630-1860 x 15 (4)mm
» Multi-layer parquet (multiplex carrier)
» Tongue and groove
» Glue down installation
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Oxidative oil
» Easy maintenance with Woca Natural Soap and Woca Oil

Conditioner
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Extra wide and long planks, 
for a grandiose effect

Wide and long planks fill up the room.... This light  
rustic oak flooring is a perfect match for both modern 
and  rustic interiors. This collection a big 
success in the Fedyk range: with a total 
thickness of 20 mm and a solid oak top layer of 6 
mm. This multi-layer parquet is a dream for those
who like to invite nature in their home.



QUEEN PARQUET
The wood selection can be described as medium rustic with occasional 
knots. This oak parquet stands out for its remarkable dimensions. The 
boards have a great length of more than 2 m and the width of 22 cm 
reinforces the impressive effect.

OXIDATIVE OILED PARQUET
The parquet oil is applied in a traditional way: each board is manually 
treated with a high quality oil. The boards dry slowly during 5 days in 
drying racks. The result is an optimal saturated wood fiber and gorgeous 
colours.

GLUE DOWN INSTALLATION
This tongue and groove flooring is installed entirely glue down. 
The Queen collection is available in 10 colors: Cotton 
White, Havanna, Titanium, Natural, Slate, Smoke, Super White, 
Charcoal, Pure, Silver Grey.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» 220 x 630-2080 x 20 (6)mm
» Multi-layer parquet
» Birch plywood carrier
» Tongue and groove
» Glued installation
» Oxidative oil
» Easy maintenance with Natural Soap and Woca Oil

Conditioner
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The beauty of nature 
underneath your feet!

Who doesn’t dream of a real wooden floor? Often 
the costs are very high, so that it stays a dream. But 
now it’s possible! Fedyk launches the Real 
collection: a rustic parquet with wide and long planks, 
which highlights the characteristics of the wood. 
Despite these characteris-tics, it is still an 
affordable floor. The multilayer boards come with a 
click system, which ensures a fast and easy 
installation.



Oiled rustic wooden floors are very fashionable and they merge 
perfectly with both modern and rustic interiors. The knots in the 
surface are not eliminated but highlighted instead, to create a 
warm atmosphere in the house. Parquet specialist Fedyk res-
ponds to that trend and creates Real, an authentic looking 
parquet collection that is very user-friendly.  

BRING NATURE IN YOUR HOME
The wide and long boards of the Real collection give you the 
impression of having trees in your home. The large surfaces with 
a width of 19 cm provide nature the merited space to deploy all of 
her aspects. The four matte colours have each a particular appea-
rance while still emphasizing the characteristics of the wood. The 
treatment with Woca-oil, a high-quality product, gives a unique 
finish to the brushed surface and ensures a long-lasting charm of 
the wood. 

EASY DOES IT
You are looking for a nice wooden floor but you have a smaller 
budget? Then the Real collection is the perfect solution ! 
Thanks to the Drop Lock-click system, this floor is easy to install, 
which reduces the costs considerably. 

The Real collection is available in light shades Natural, 
Pure, Unfinished and Smoked White and in darker shades FLeur 
de Sel and Smoked Biscuit.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» Can be installed floated or glued down.
» Suitable for underfloor heating (when

glued)
» The planks  of the Real collection are 19

cm wide and 186 cm long.
» V-bevel on four sides.
» Matching skirting boards and profiles

available.
» Easy maintenance with WOCA soap,

simply added to the cleaning water.
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Affordable oiled oak 
parquet

This oak parquet is perfect for those who 
have a  smaller budget, but don’t want to leave 
aside the beautiful  appearance. The boards 
have a natural colour  variation, which gives 
character to the interior. The selected  colours form 
are a wide range of choice availabilities for every 
taste. 



DETERMINED
The wood selection can be described as slightly rustic, with occasional 
knots. Especially the unpredictable colour variations determine 
the character of this collection. Scandinavia has a contemporary look, 
which allows partially the capriciousness of nature.

FEEL FREE TO SLEEP ON BOTH EARS
An oiled parquet is very easy to maintain and the best choice in the long 
term. Adding the right maintenance products to your cleaning water is 
all you need to do. Do you have a tough stain or scratch? It can still be 
restored locally. 

The Scandinavia collection is available in five colours: White Oil, 
Natural Oil, Atlantic Oil en Pure.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» 190 x 630-1860 x 15 (3,5)mm
» Three-layer parquet
» Tongue and groove
» Glued installation
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Oiled
» Easy maintenance with Woca Natural Soap and

Woca Oil Conditioner
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Oak parquet with long and 
wide boards

This oak parquet with long and wide boards is 
finished with a hardwax oil: this finish provides a low 
gloss and a durable surface. This explicit rustic oak 
parquet fits well in a modern as well as a rural 
home.



SOLID OR 3-LAYER?
This parquet  is available in a massive parquet board with a thickness of 
no less than 20mm (Notting-Hill), and also in a 3-layer structure 
(Structure). The look of these floorings is identical, only the base is 
different. Unlike the Notting-Hill collection, the Structure 
collection is suitable for installation on an underfloor heating system.

PARQUET WITH HARDWAX
A hardwax oil is made from vegetable oils and waxes. Hardwax provides 
a matt oiled look which ensures that the wood structure is still tangible. 
Furthermore, this finish is very durable with optimal protection against 
stains and dirt.

GLUE DOWN INSTALLATION
The tongue and groove flooring has to be installed glue down. 

The collections Notting-Hill and Structure are available in six colours: 
Roche, Smog, Chocolat, Naturel, Vanill en Alpe.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION NOTTING-HILL
» 185 x 500-220 x 20 mm
» Solid parquet
» Tongue and groove
» Glue down installation
» Hardwax oil
» Not suitable for underfloor heating
» Easy maintenance with Osmo Wash and Care and

Liquid Wax Cleaner

TECHNICAL INFORMATION STRUCTURE
» 185 x 500-220 x 15(4) mm
» 3-layer parquet
» Tongue and groove
» Glue down installation
» Hardwax oil
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Easy maintenance with Osmo Wash and Care and

Liquid Wax Cleaner
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